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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
What Ever Happened to Civil Rights? - /
In its first year of existence, the Reagan Administration has found no element in American society more
consistently or fundamentally opposed to its ideology
and policies than the black community.
This comes as no great surprise: blacks voted overwhelmingly for Carter over Reagan-as they regularly
vote for (usually liberal) Democrats over (usually conservative) Republicans-and developments since the
election have confirmed their suspicions that Reagan's
view of the world is one that does not correspond to
theirs. The Reagan Administration, by setting out to
do those things that during the campaign it promised
to do, has persuaded the black community that it
is dealing with an administration less sympathetic to
its concerns than any in modern memory. The antagonism between blacks and Reagan bears close examination for what it can tell us both of the current condition
of the civil rights movement and of some larger ideological and policy questions with which the civil rights
issue is entangled.
Black opposition to the Administration began with
complaints that few of them received appointments to
major positions (though it might be observed in the
Administration's defense that black Republicans are
about as common as Missouri Synod liberals) and expanded from there to cover issues of particular concern
to blacks-busing, quotas, tax-exempt status for schools
that practice discrimination - as well as broader policies
relating to taxing and spending that, while not racially
invidious in themselves, have disproportionate impact
on blacks because of their concentration in the lower
levels of the socioeconomic scale.
Yet for blacks, their unhappiness with Reagan , serious
and specific as it i , constitutes but one element in a
broad range of discontents that marks their current
condition. Black leaders and their friends in the white
community regularly complain that racial issues no
longer command the attention and priority that they
did in the 1960s and early 1970 . America, it is argued ,
eem to have given up trying to find ways to alleviat
the terrible conditions under which million of blacks
till live. That is true at lea t in part, but not nece aril for the rea on that civil right activi t often uppo e. If mericans are le involved than they w r 10
or l year ago in fighting for racial ju tic , it i le
b cau e the ha e turned mal volent or indiff r nt
than b cau e they are g nuinel baffl d a to " hat an
or hould b done.

March, 1982

As has often been noted, the easy part of the civil
rights movement is behind us . .:Spurred by marches ,
demo~trations, and eloquent moral appeals, the nation
embedded in its statutes a comprehensive set of laws
forbidding racial discrimination. Beyond that, during
and after the days of Lyndon Johnson's Great Society,
it set in motion programs designed to give social and
economic substance to the notion of racial equality
that virtually all Americans now endors d officially,
and that most of them, with varying degrees of enthusiasm, supported in practice as well.
But things have not turned out a people hoped. The
movement toward government guarantee of black equality has run afoul of inflation and of a growing mi tru t
of government programs. At a time when all agree
that public sector spending must be subj ect to the mo ·t
careful scrutiny, social welfare programs (whether
racially-targeted or not) have come under the u picion
that they cost more than we can afford and that, in any
case, they are only marginally effective.
Some critics attribute this skeptici m to a g neral
"social meanness" or to a more particular strain of r sidual racism. We do not agree. P ople ar no mor
mean today than they have ever been, and ra i m ,
though it undoubtedly persi ts, has !es ocial an tion
behind it than ever before. The problem f moral Jfishness is more or le a con tant, and r quir p rp tual attention, but it is not, we think, the imm diat
cause of our racial difficulti .
Indeed, we su pect that att mpt to redu ra ial dilemmas to a problem of moral in uffici n
n th part
of white do more to muddy th ra i · u than t
it. One need not con t fanta i
n ming th
heroi m of Middle
um that m
zens of whatev r col r ar . · n ibl
n ugh t
stand that th d gradati n f black p pl
p
the b nefit of no on . F , f u to b ur , ha
f
ry la ·t
n th m
al-

t n
i am
att nti n n
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American men have seldom had to choose between achieving all the occupational success
of which they are capable and becoming successful parents . Women have and do .

Motherhood vs. Seniority
The Dilemma of the Career-Minded Woman

Dorothea Nuechterlein

We might as well face the facts: American men have
seldom had to choose between, on the one hand, achieving all the occupational success of which they are capable, and, on the other hand, becoming successful parents.
Women do.
T his disparity in the opportunity structure has grown
as increasing numbers of women have entered the labor
force . It has been the basis of much conflict within individual women, between husbands and wives, and
throughout segments of our society.
I t is especially difficult for professional women: those
whose commitments to their work are long-term, based
on intensive training and increasing responsibility, and
whose reasons and rewards for their labors are personal
as well as financial.
Thoughts on this topic are occasioned by a reading
of The Second Stage, the late t book by Betty Friedan.
The author, who has been highly praised and loudly
damned as leader and advocate of the women's movement in the nearly twenty years since she wrote The
Feminine Mystique, thinks that the time has come to put
women's drive for "per onhood" in a context which includes their need for family relation hips a well.
Equality does not mean the death of the family, a radical feminists and antifeminists alike often in ist; men
and women both need the atisfaction that come from
nurturing care in th personal realm as well a ma ter
in the wider sph re.
Before examining Friedan the i in more detail, we
will look fir t at om of th change in outlook that
have come about in our o i t and then at how opin-

Dorothea uecht rl in is an Instructor in oc£olog_ at
Valparaiso niversit wh re she has taught arious courses
relating to women and the Jamil . Her M. . thes · which
she wrote at Queens ni ersit in Kingston Ontario studied
a group of women be ond the age of 35 who had dec£ded to
begin or to return to higher education.
4

ions are being formed within today's young adult population.

I
Several historical factors have produced the climate
for change in American women's roles today. (a) For one
thing, the United States has had since its beginning a
proclaimed allegiance to the principle of equality. Although many persons and groups were excluded from
this ideology in the early period, the contradictions between the ideal and the real have brought pressures to
bear on government and governed alike, until the rights
and privileges of citizenship have been offered to most
residents of the land. The ballot is, of course, primary
in a democracy· however, education is the tool which
forges unity and commonality. There can be no doubt
that our system of compulsory universal education
creates the basis for a practical equality among the races
and between the exes in this country. At every level,
tho e who tudy the ame subject matter receive the
ame training.

Beyond Ascription to Achievement
hil it is true that tho e who educated female in
the fact remain

that to, ith h r

m nt n
that ra
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The contraceptive revolution has changed the very nature of reproduction. For the first time in
history, humans have nearly unconditional control over their generative powers and processes.
not sufficient cause to deprive society of the competence
and skills of talented individuals.
(b) Secondly, the extension of the life span during
this century for everyone, but especially for women, has
had an enormous effect on role choice. A female born
today can expect to live nearly eighty years. Even she
who doesn't marry until she graduates from college, and
then is financially able to remain at home until her children are of college age, is likely to face a third or more
of her anticipated lifetime still ahead when her childbearing and -rearing years are over. Given the price tag
on education, it is hardly surprising that many of these
women hope to achieve some return on that investment
by finding gainful employment.
It is well-documented, moreover, that the stay-athome mother is becoming continually le s common than
before. Most employed mothers today enter-or reenter-the labor force when their children are in elementary school, and an increasing percentage do so
while there are pre-schoolers in the home. (In 1980
45 per cent of women with children und r the ag of
i were employed and a Ford Foundation tudy timates that by 1990 only 25 per cent of all mothers will
be at home full-time.)
While "immediate financial need" is the rea on often
given in the e inflationary times when uch worn n are
interviewed their other primary motivation relate to
expanded longevity: active motherhood imply take
too mall a bite out of one's lifetime to r main the um
and ub tance of her exi tence. 1 o, w valu elf- ufficiency in thi country, and many of u teach our hildr n to be relativ ly independent at a fairly youn ag ;
in addition increa ing mobility mean we cannot ount
on being n ar our grandchildren when th y might b n fit from om xtra attention. Therefore, in vi w of th
fa t that time away from th work world o negati el
aff t future participation and in li ht of tudi which
fail to how an ignificant difference b tw n childr n
f mplo d
. unemplo d m th r th trad -off
h rdl
m th di-

marketplace. Throughout most of hi tory, a Freud
pointed out, anatomy has been destiny. Once a woman
reached physical maturity, he wa very larg ly ti d to
her biological reproductive capacity. With the horter
life span and the high r fertility rate typical of form r
times and still prevalent in many part of today' world
the repre entative female in mo t oci ti
ould xp t
to spend the greater part of her adulthood in moth ring. Even if he did _n ot, h wa potentially pr gnant at
all times. It i mall wond r th n, that th di i i n of
labor wa o oft n d fined alon
x lin , whi h " r
consequently en a inher nt or v n
d- iv n.

The Revolution in Reproduction

II

The suspicion emerges that present-day North American collegians share many expectations
concerning possible equalization in marriage roles, but only the males realize it.
foresaw is not what happened), so today's visionaries
cannot be certain of what lies ahead. Nonetheless, we
do know that we are in a transition stage. The old foundations for male/female relationships have shifted and
the former rules no longer apply in their entirety.
Where are we really going, and how shall we get there?
In an unpublished paper entitled "Equality Begins at
Home: We May Be Winning the War, But We Don't
Know It," I have reported OJ} a small-scale research
project among undergraduates which points to a growing common viewpoint between young males and females regarding egalitarianism within the home. By
means of an attitude inventory developed in the 1950s
and modified during the last decade, students are asked
to state their expectations regarding possible future
marriage roles; then they go over the same list, guessing
how their opposite-sex peers would respond. The ten
statements used deal with such items as whether financial decisions will be made jointly, whether child care
and other household responsibilities should be shared,
and whether the wife should combine motherhood and
career.

Men Guess Better than Women Do
Over the course of the last six years, in a dozen classrooms totalling over 300 students on two campuses in
different North American countries, I have found three
consistent patterns. (1) Comparing female responses
with male guesses, the men prove to be remarkably accurate. In fact, it is not unusual to find on elected items
that males will guess the females to be more liberal
(liberated?) than the women's statements would suggest.
For example, one item asks whether it would be undesirable for the wife to be better educated than the husband; females are often more ambivalent about that po sibility than male expect them to be (and than male
often answer themselves). Occasionally the male will
guess the trend in the wrong direction such a with a
tatement concerning hu bands being mainly pro iders
for and di cipliner of children; th worn n em to expect th ir mate to have a more omplete relation hip
with th ir children than the gue er would b li
. On
the whole though, w find an overwh lmingl corr ct
a e sm nt of f mal attitude by mal .
(2) Thi i not tru the other wa around: f mal are
u ually quite mi taken about mal attitud
n mo t of
the gi en item with onl a few trend in th ri ht dir ction. n exampl h r i that mo t oung mal
em to upport th id a that if both partn r work outide th home both hould har r pon ibilit for
work in ide a w 11 · bar 1 half th worn n
that
men will f
6

question of whether wives should be able to combine
motherhood and careers: few males state opposition to
that, but females expect otherwise. O n several other
points, such as whether the husbands should devote
their weekends to R & R, or whether money decisions
should be made jointly, most classes have sh own women assuming men will take conservative positions,
whereas in fact males often feel quite strongly on the
non-traditional side. Thus females have been much less
successful in speculating about male attitudes.
(3) The most significant comparison in terms of this
present paper's topic is that between the attitudes of
both sexes. In most classes there has been only one basic
disagreement, that being over the ultra-liberal question
of whether the wife should be the one to decide whether
she will have a career instead of children. Although women students are split on this point, the majority is
usually in agreement or is undecided, while most men
reject it decisively. (Not surprisingly, this is the one
question where females tend to guess opposite-sex opinions better than do males.)
On most issues, however, there is extraordinary consensus among the students surveyed, with males at times
expressing more liberal attitudes than do their female
counterparts. Of course this is an impressionistic study,
done without scientific controls, asking respondents to
project attitudes into the future. We cannot prove anything by it. And we all know that what we say is not
necessarily what we do. Yet, since every replication
largely confirms tho e preceding it, the suspicion
emerge that present-day orth American collegians
indeed share many expectations concerning possible
equalization in marriage roles but only the males realize it.
tudent are alway a tonished at the results of this
little exercise. (The men immediately smile and declare
that thi proves their natural superiority. Women look
tunn d and wonder how they could possibly be so
wrong.) Discu ion center on the role of the women's
mo em nt in recent year providing a platform through
which the wishe of many women have been made
known. Thi ha created a tereotypical picture which
plain why o often the men a ume women to be
mor lib ral than the ar . On the other hand male in
our o i t hav no uch hide for expre ing the fact
b en r ponding favorabl to women'
b gun to hange their own opinion .
whil men knm v hat v om n-in- neral
think about man relation hip i ue
om n ha little
opportunit to d termin the i , of m n-in-g neral.
hu oun r m n at 1 a t
m to b addl d ith
ba d on i , that ma ha
but " hi h app ar to b
oin out of date.
e it o furth r than thi . Th
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Betty Friedan believes that the sexual politics of the feminist extremists have played into the
hands of the antifeminists b y demanding polarization between women's selfhood and the family.

ture-indeed, the social science literature as wellseems to me to be heavily biased against ascertaining a
more accurate picture. Perhaps this is due in part to
volatility: sometimes attitudes change more quickly
than researchers can document. Partly, however, I suspect it has to do with what we might call the positive
value of negative stereotypes. Some women at the forefront of the battle for equality admit they are not satisfied with any so-called "progress." They feel that partial victories, slowly changing attitudes, are tokenism,
and they fear their cause will be endangered unless the
J;ieat is kept on full blast. The same manifestation is at
times noticeable in regard to other basic human differences, be they race, class, ethnic relations, religion, and
so on. Acknowledging partial success, in this mindset,
is felt to be a sign of weakness or lack of commitment.
Such leaders overlook the fact that the rest of the pack,
while in agreement with future goals, is often more interested than they are in acknowledging the small comforts that today might hold. Many women, I believe,
would be happy to know that men are not necessarily as
monstrous as some raised consciousnesses would have
them think.

whose husbands did not in fact treat them equally could
socialize their sons in the new ways of thinking. A women have increasingly gone out to work, especially in
higher level positions, they have erved a role model
for both sons and daughters. At any rate, ducat d youth
of today seem to assume that woman's place i wh re
she wants it to be.

III
Betty Friedan is one femini t who i willing to a knowledge incomplete victorie and partial u c
and she suffers the excoriation of om r ·twhil i t r
as a result. In turn , h r har h st comm nt ar dir t d
at the extremists and th ir exual politi : th y ha
played into the hand of the antifemini t (Ph lli
Schlafly, Marabel Morgan , th Moral Majority, et al. )
by demanding a fal e polarization b tw n w m n
selfhood and the family .
Friedan insists that sh e and th oth r arl y 1 ad r

Education as Individualizing Experience
If it is true that young men's ideas on marital equality
are converging with those of young women, how have
they gotten that way? I went back to the original article
on marriage roles by Marie Dunn, published in the May
1960 Journal of Marriage and Family Living. Dunn found
that already at that point role expectations were beginning to change. While the majority of both exes retained the traditional conception of the division of labor
(hu band working outside the home, wife inside it),
mo t agreed that if the wife did go out to work, the horn making duties should be hared. In both group 90
P r cent felt child care should b a joint endeavor, and
man wanted major deci ion made equally. bove all
the believed firmly in equal acce to hi her education.
ducation i after all, the upreme individualizing
P rience, and the Fiftie high chool generation b
cam the fir t to participate in ma coll ge enrollm nt .
Dunn thu expected that th tr nd in m ri an famil
lif would continue to d velop in an
tion. he warned however that th r
rol confu ion and even conflict r
and " om n employment.
oll e tud nt of the Fiftie
tud nt of th
nti
r a nabl to uppo that a par nt th
d 1
nt with th ir I anin to ard
d th
on to th ir hildr n .
, larch J

!iv t y.
id it If
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The transition from the old social arrangements to the new has been especially difficult for those
men who were brought up under the old set of rules, and those who are unsure of their women's love.

old ways, she feels, because as women changed their own
lives, it became possible for men to do the same. They
are no longer burdened with .the demand to always be
strong enough (emotionally, financially) for two; increasing egalitarianism has brought a sharing of both
strengths and weaknesses, enabling both sexes to be
more complete in themselves. Just as dependency is no
longer the only image that fits womanhood, so John
Wayne is not the role model-all men are expected to
emulate.
I believe much of the hostility men express toward women comes
from their very dependence on our love, from those needy feelings
that men aren't supposed to have-just as the excesses of our attacks on our male "oppressors" stemmed from our dependence on
men.

Not all men are happy with the change, as it requires
giving up being catered to as the center of their universe. The transition has been especially difficult for
those who were brought up under the old set of rules,
and those who are unsure of their women's love. The
benefits, however, include both the economic cooperation often so necessary in these times, as well as a fuller
participation in their children's lives. Above all, once
the "resentment-making unbalances" are overcome,
men and women discover that they are indeed dependent upon one another-for security, love, and intimacy,
those qualities which bring delight and meaning to our
lives.

Men Will Resist but Will Adjust
Friedan quotes Columbia University sociologist William Goode as saying that women will never give up
their new sense of self-respect and freedom:
Males will stubbornly resist, but reluctantly adjust ; becau e women
will continue to want more equality and will be unhappy if th ey do
not get it ; because men on the average will prefer that their worn n
be happy ; becau e neither will find an adequate substitute for th e
other sex; because neither will be ab! to find an alternati ve social
system .

Having alway taken their uperiority for granted
Goode uggest , make it difficult form n to recognize
the unearned advantage they have alway held. The e
are now threatened, a women b come competitor for
de irable job which were previou ly a urned to b for
men only. Furthermore the kill and qualitie now in
demand in many top-level po ition includ th intuitions and en itivitie to other n ed on e thou ht to
be feminine qualitie , which men have h r tofore often
been obliged to repre s.
It i imperative then that th
xe " ork to th r in

8

learning to adjust to the new social arrangements which
history and upheaval have brought about. And Friedan's undeniable optimism for the future is based on
her perception that men and women-husbands and
wives, colleagues and co-workers- are doing just that.
The abstract polarization between equality and family
does not exist in real life, she says, as virtually all women share commitments to both and are, with their
men, working through the practical questions of employment, child care, home tending, and decision-making. If this is true-and I see the same adjustments going
on in the lives of my own friends and acquaintancesthen the students who have responded to my survey
have already begun to prepare themselves for realistic
adult roles and relationships with one another. Any of
us, woman or man, can find a place both in and out of
the home.

IV
Major problems remain. The Second Stage, following
the lead of the late C. Wright ~ills, continually exhorts
us to tackle our remaining equality difficulties as public
issues rather than as private troubles. Yet the solutions
Friedan points to are mostly found in the intimate one
man/one woman relationship. That is not enough; we
are not, after all, totally autonomous beings, and the
best will in the world will not suffice if the surrounding
social structure has little flexibility in allowing for personal rearrangements.
To return to the problem posed at the beginning of
this essay, there is an implicit sex bias in our system of
allocating upper-level po itions in the occupational
formation. Certainly, women are now legally entitled
to compete for any station they wish· however, they
must conform to the standard developed when such
opportunities applied only to men. There are two difficultie here: first , in the good old days it was more or
le a sumed that the profe ional man had someone at
home handling uch detail of life as children, food
preparation, and social obligation . nfortunately the
working woman doe n 't have a wife a the a ing goe quit often he end up bouldering the lion ' hare of
th homefront burden in addition to her paid dutie .
That double load has in the past often been een a
acceptable becau
ork wa iew d a marginal and t mporary: before marriage, during hard
time in ca the marria e went badl . Paid labor wa
thou ht of a tempera
e n , hen it " as not. ome
worn n ha alwa "orked but mo t" re at the bottom
of the heap in re pon ibilit and r e" ard ith limit d
commitment. The mi ht ha h o job to p rform, but
at 1 a t th ir ni ht and w k nd , r fr
for th
ond .
T he Cresset

Much of the drop-off in fertility among w orking women can be blamed on their recognition
of the economic and status deprivations they w ill face if they choose to have children .

T he crunch has come with the increased flow of women into professional and career positions. Such work
does not neatly fit a time clock. There are goals to reach
and tasks to perform, in whatever ways and however
long they take. A wife/mother in this situation may play
both roles fully only by becoming Superwoman, at risk
to either her health, her advancement, or her relationships. It seems, though, that when two super-achievers
are married to one another, it is the woman's career that
must be most flexible. As Caroline Bird has put it,
"Couples say they regard themselves as equal partners ,
but most of them don't act that way."

Women in a Double Bind of Career
"Well," one might counter, "that is hardly the fault or
responsibility of the employer," and to be sure the personal arrangement made between a woman and her man
can go a long way toward alleviation of the dual burden.
However, even the rare woman who gets splendid cooperation from her husband and is able to devote time
and energies to career-advancing extras-traveling,
publishing, meetings-is often perceived as being a
typical over-burdened female. Sometimes a boss "protects" her by withholding special opportunities, thereby
stunting her potential. Other bosses, perhaps wary of
being accused of showing any sign of favoritism, push
such a woman to the limit, almost insuring her failure
in either home life or career.
The second problem with the male model for job
success is much more serious. Women are not men.
Their life cycles and biographies are not identical to
those of men. This goes beyond simple individuality,
such as the fact that men are not exactly alike, either.
For we must again confront the biological fact: women,
not men, bear children, and the cost of doing so may
have ubstantial consequences in terms of one's work
life. eniority is an important principle in our employment hierarchy and time lo t often cannot be made up,
e pecially if it extends over month or years. The woman who goe back to her job immediately after childbirth i regarded by many- often e n herself- a a
bad mother but the one who take a lea e of ab enc or
quit altogether for a while i not con idered riou
about her work. Then when he attempt to return
normall tart back in at or near th b ttom far b hind

but when it comes to some means by which to channel
that usefulness into larger service, the show of solicitude
rapidly evaporates.)
I believe Betty Friedan is somewhat off target when
she says that the decline in fertility among working women-which is statistically factual-has been caused by
feminist rhetoric, leading women to view the family a
their enemy. Instead, I think much of this drop-off can
be blamed on their recognition of the economic and
status deprivations they will face if they choose to have
children.
Yet the costs of not doing so are significant, al o. Friedan cites the emotional and p ychological lo involved
when individuals decide not to follow through on th ir
real needs. Women who choose not to be par nt mi
something which cannot be dupli at d in any other
way-and so do men. For obviou ly if women cho e
not to become mothers, men will involuntarily b pr vented from becoming father .
mating patt rn in
this country have become increa ingly homogamou
the option for men to marry "downward" 1 cting l
career-minded partner to carry their childr n ha b come less attractive than when that olution wa
d
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We should not use men as the center of the
uni verse and expect women to duplicate them .
afresh, creating ideal sketches can help us to see possible
modifications in existing structures.
For a start, my vision wo1:1ld get rid of the notion of
someone standing behind the company fellow keeping
the home fires burning. That model is outmoded; it
does not apply even to very many men today. If the
assumption were rather that each worker also had major responsibilities in the private realm, there might
be fewer stress-related health problems, besides providing more equivalency in the job market.
Instead of using men as the center of the universe and
determining how nearly women can duplicate their
strengths, I think we could do much more than we are
at present to re-evaluate positions and the qualities
needed to fulfill their requirements. The current gerontological advance in our society is already leading to
questions about the relative values of youth and age,
experience and wisdom. Length of service does not always equate with loyalty; creativity is at times more
valuable than factual knowledge. There are too many
workers chasing too few openings, so there should be a
buyer's market on the employment scene; but all the
guidelines for hiring and promotion seem to be leftover from bygone days when persons were less plentiful than positions, and those guidelines tend to work
against the advancement of women.

Assigning Positions According to Sex
We might also explore, at least on a temporary basis,
the possibility of assigning certain portions of the hierarchy in any given field according to sex, so that males
would compete with one another, leaving females to do
the same. That suggest quotas which many reject because they seem to violate the rules of fair competition.
But we already have a di criminatory system in effect.
It is stratified by layers, with males dominating most of
the upper levels and the most prestigious occupation .
My cheme, or omething like it, would allow for parallel paths up the career ladder.
The career-minded woman's dilemma touche u all
to some degree, a it mu t our children. Certainly we
cannot change the ituation overnight and our option
are not without limit . But change we will. One definition of an autonomou being is th individual who attempts to influence and control ocial force , rather than
imply being influ need and controlled by them. W
can do that be t, it would eem, on a collecti e ba i .
Perhap individually w are b tter at
ing in urmountable problem than we ar at di co ring tepping tone to olution . Our challeng -our place i to work tog th r to ee to it that woman dilemma
doe not become our ommon d feat.
Cl
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The Eve of Good Friday
Something has sliced the city
Into spaces too small for us.
We think of an indifferent saw;
The red night of talk colors
The room as if October
Had touched the walls. This year
Spring is cold, complacent.
Abandon is the word unspoken.

Gary Fincke

National Monument
All of us come to these places
to get into each other's snapshots.
I'm the woman
wearing a green suit
in your photograph
of the Lincoln Memorial.
You crossed our lens
first in Springfield,
later at Monticello.
At Williamsburg we waited
interminable minutes
for you to clear
from our view finder
since you were not
in eighteenth-century dress.
(Neither were we.)
At the Jefferson Memorial
we photographed you waiting
for u to mo e
out of your picture.
Jefferson didn t know Lincoln
but looking we t to the Blue Ridge
he tru ted omeone was growing up
out pa t the Kentucky border
who would do what was right
when the time came.
We don t knm ou
but here ou ar
in lide we project
to color hite wall
a ing Her ' on more
national monum nt.

Kathryn Christenson
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Out of our moral chaos and degeneration may come a new version of the virtuous life. It will
come among those w ho fashion a social life in which virtue can have some genuine meaning.

Exploring the Meaning of Virtue
New Reflections on an Old Word

Gilbert C. Meilaender, Jr.

All around us are signs, if not of a revival of interest
in being virtuous, at least of new interest in a theory of
the virtues. And in his brilliant if idiosyncratic book,
After Virtue, 1 Alasdair MacIntyre has suggested that this
interest is doomed to failure . Doomed only for the present to be sure, but surely doomed in a society which
lacks the moral consensus which any theory of the virtues requires. For MacIntyre, however, this is not cause
for pessimism. In fact, recognizing perhaps that the
virtue of hope is meant for just such times as the one he
depicts, MacIntyre hopes that out of our moral chaos
and degeneration may come a new version of the virtuous life. It will come, he believes, among those who
fashion a social life in which virtue can have some genuine meaning.
That this is possible, and that we have some reason
for hope, MacIntyre suggests by comparing our own
moment in history to that age in Europe when the Roman Empire declined into the Dark Ages.

ourselves at a similar moment.
What matters at this tage i the on truction
munity within which civility and the intell tual and m ral !if an
be sustained through the new dark ag whi h ar air ad up n u
. .. We are waiting not for a Godot . but for anoth r - d ubtl
different-St. Benedict.3

Thus does the twentieth- ntury pr ph
a green twig growing from th d ad stump
sent culture.

Waiting for a New St. Benedict

A crucial turning point in that earlier history occurred wh n men and
women of good will turned aside from the task of shoring up the Roman impen·um and cea ed to identify the continuation of civility and
moral community with the maintenance of imperium.2

In tead, they tried to fashion new forms of common lif ,
forms in which the virtue could be lived, u tained ,
and inculcated. MacIntyre' hop is that we may find
1

2

la dair
ver it of

aclntyre, After Virtue: A
otre Dame Pre s, 1981 ).

tudy in Moral Theory ( ni•
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An ethic of virtue seeks to focus not only on moments of great anxiety and uncertainty
in li fe but on the continuities, the habits of behavior which make us the persons we are.

dying and a newborn age touch one another."5 Pieper
suggests that Boethius also stands at this point of turning. Boethius, perhaps, beli~ved that his philosophic
work could be carried on in the court of the German
ruler Theodoric-and his death was proof that he was
mistaken. Boethius' younger contemporary Cassiodorus
evidently realized this, for he left his position among
the officialdom of Theodoric's court and founded a
monastery. And Pieper notes, "for almost a thousand
years to come Boethius remained the last 'layman' in
the history of European philosophy. "6
Thus, Pieper points to the same moment in history
which MacIntyre notes. Pieper also suggests that we
might consider as a symbol for the end of the medieval
period the day when William of Ockham reversed the
direction of Cassiodorus' turn and fled from the cloister
to the G erman imperial court. From that time philosophy once again took up its residence in the world. 7 But
then, remembering what this has meant for our time,
Pieper sounds a note which is, I have said, strikingly
absent from Maclntyre's hope. What has happened since
William of Ockham's turn toward the world, since philosophy lost the churchly context for its work?
Do we not find ourselves somewhat caught in the modern world of
work-faced with the increasing politicalization of the academic
realm and the ominous shrinking of inner and outer opportunities
for public discourse, and especially for genuine debate? Where shall
we seek the " free area" in which alone theoria can thrive ... ? We
begin to understand that Plato's Academy had been a thiasos, a religious association assembling for regular sacrificial worship . Does
this have any bearing on our time?8

We may hope that it does- and that is what, in some
small way, I will try to show.

I
Our initial problem may simply be with the word
"virtue." Who today wishes to be virtuous? Who today
even u ses the word? If we talk of this topic at all, we are
more likely to speak of character than of virtue, for "character" seems to suggest those cardinal virtues of our time,
sincerity and authenticity-in short, being true to oneself. "Virtue," by contrast, may still carry a little of its
classical meaning: standards by which to measure and
evaluate the self we are.
In reality, of course, the word "virtue" may not suggest such standards either, because it may suggest little
or nothing to most of our contemporaries. There are
still some of us alive who can enjoy singing ' cry out
5

Jbid., p. 17 .

6

Ibid., p. 41.

7

Ibid., p. 15 5.

8

Ibid.
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dominions, princedoms, powers/virtues, archangels,
angels' choirs." But it is to be doubted whether we often
think of virtue as a power inherent in a natural or supernatural being, whether we proceed from that thought to
one of an embodiment of such power, and from thence
to a virtue as one of the ranks of celestial beings though the Oxford English Dictionary suggests such a progression of thought. Even in this liberated age the word
"virtue" probably suggests for us more often another
of the meanings the dictionary gives: "chastity, sexual
purity , esp. of women." And when we consider that
meaning of the work in light of the question, "Who
today wishes to be virtuous?" we can only respond with
another question from another well known hymn: "Oh
where are ye, ye virgins wise?"

Returning to an Ethic of Virtue
Nevertheless, whatever difficulties the word may present, it is a fact that many students of ethics-both philosophical and religious-are returning today to something which is often called an "ethic of virtue." This
return suggests a widespread dissatisfaction with an
understanding of the moral life which focuses primarily
on duties, obligations, troubling moral dilemmas, and
borderline cases. Such cases are interesting, and certainly important when they arise, but we must admit
that many of us go through long stretches of life in which
we do not have to decide whether to frame one innocent
man in order to save five, whether to lie to the secret
police in o'rder to hide someone, whether to approve
aborting the ninth, possibly retarded, child of a woman
whose husband has deserted her, and so forth.
An ethic of virtue seeks to focus not only on such moments of great anxiety and uncertainty in life but on the
continuities, the habits of behavior which make us the
persons we are. Not whether we should frame one innocent man to save five-but on the virt~e of justice, with
its steady, habitual determination to make space in life
for the needs and claims of others. ot whether to lie
to the secret police-but on that steady regard for others
which uses language truthfully and thereby makes common life possible. Not whether abortion is permissible
in an extreme case-but on the ancient question Socrates raised, whether it is better to suffer wrong than to do
it. An ethic of virtue turn away not only from an overempha is on borderline ca e but al o from the concept
of duty as the central moral concept. For an ethic of
virtue "being" not "doing i primary. What we think
we ought to do ma depend on , hat ort of per on we
are. What duties we percei e ma depend upon what
virtues hape our i ion of the world.
If the turn toward an ethic of irtue i moti ated in
The Cresset

Josef Pieper suggests that the virtues call attention not only to certain basic obligations
which we owe each other; they call us out on an endless quest toward the perfection of our being.
part by a desire to focus attention on continuities in
the development of character rather than primarily on
difficult and agonizing borderline cases, we might
imagine that this is a turn toward simplicity and away
from complex, complicated ethical systems. In some
ways, however, the opposite may be the case. We cannot
really talk about virtue very long without speaking of
virtues-of particular moral excellences which go by
various names. Indeed, enshrined in Western moral
tradition from at least the time of Plato's Republic are
the names of four cardinal virtues-prudence (practical
wisdom), justice, courage, and temperance.
These are the cardinal virtues because they form the
hinge or axis (cardo) on which the moral life turns. To
this tradition of four cardinal virtues Christian thought
added the triumvirate of theological virtues-faith,
hope, and love. What we begin to have, then, is a complicated ethic capable of distinguishing many different
traits of character and habits of behavior. This is not an
ethic which can talk only of obligation, or authenticity,
or love. It is an ethic which will permit us more by way
of moral evaluation than judgments of right and wrong.
Thus, even if on some occasion we cannot condemn a
particular act as wrong, our powers of moral evaluation
are not paralyzed. What we do not condemn as wrong
we may deplore as, for example, intemperate.
Some theorists, as we will see, still wish to argue a sense
in which all the virtues are one-that, for example, all
might ultimately be forms of love. But this is not a claim
that henceforth we should speak only of love, nor a
claim that we should deprive ourselves of the nuance
and shades of meaning which an ethic of virtue provides.

of doing rather than making. When we shape and mold
character we are not creating an artifact which is fixed
forever. There can be no preconceived blueprint of what
a person ought to be, no science of morals. To attempt
virtue is to set out on a quest which la ts as long a life doe .

Describing What We Mean by Virtue

II
The thought of Josef Pieper may help us get tarted
with a definition of what we mean when we talk about
virtue . In the Preface to hi The Four Cardinal Virtues,
Pieper uggests that the virtues are those excellences
which enable a human being "to attain the furth t potentialitie of hi nature." Thi ugge t at the out et
that no Ii t of virtue can b made from neutral ground,
that an Ii t will reflect belief about human natur
and its po ibilitie .
E en more important perhap i th ugge tion that
the irtue have to do with "the furth t pot ntialiti "
of human natur .9 They call attention not only to rtain ba ic obligation which we ow a h oth r · th y 11
u out on an endle que t toward th p rf tion f our
b ing. Ari totle-to who theory of th irtu
ryon finall return - \' rite that moral a ti it i a kind
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The virtues are skills which are learned, not techniques which are taught. It is
t he difference between learning to cook and following the directions in a cook book.

the virtuous act may be achieved without the virtue. I
may face danger without fleeing, but this does not make
me courageous. It may, as Hobbes knew only show that
I am still more fearful of some other danger.

Virtues Considered as Skills
If virtues are not simply dispositions to act in certain
ways, we may come closer to the mark if we understand
them as skills. (And in so doing, we follow Aristotle.)
Certainly if a skill is simply the ability to do a certain
sort of act proficiently, we may not wish to call the virtues skills, for to associate them so intimately with
specific activities may miss the open texture of the virtues which we have already noted. At the very least, we
cannot say that the virtues are skills in any particular
activity. As G. H. von Wright has noted, "being courageous" does not name a particular activity. As an answer
to the question, "What are you doing?" it will not suffice to reply: "I am being courageous; this is very dangerous."13
One way to make clearer what is at stake here is to
note that the virtues are not simply techniques. And, as
long as we keep this in mind, it may help to think of
them as skills-but skills which suit us for life generally,
not just for some particular activity. The virtues are
skills which are learned, not techniques which are
taught. It is the difference between learning to cook and
following the directions in a cook book, between learning to drive a car and passing one's written test after
studying the manual, between living as a Christian and
studying the catechism. 14 A skilled craftsman (just as
rare these days as a virtuous person) has not just ma tered a technique; he has acquired a skill which permits
him to respond creatively to new situations or unanticipated difficulties. 15 And his skill is not usually taught
in a cla sroom but is, rather, learned by apprenticeship.
We come closer to describing virtues properly then,
if we consider them skills. But even thi is not a fully
adequate account. The difficulties in being virtuous
are often not due to difficulties in the virtuous action
them elves (as are the difficulties facing a skilled craft man) but are, instead due to our own "contrary inclination . " 16 Philippa Foot ha made a imilar point
in noting that while kill are only capacitie virtue
actually engage the will. If I deliberate! m1 a ha eball

ichael Oake hott. Rationali m in Politic and Other E say (London : Methuen & o. Ltd ., 1962) pp. 7ff.

15 tanley Hauerwa . A Community of Character: Toward a Con tructive

hri tian Ethic ( niversit of

We have been the silent witnesses of evil deeds. Many storms have
gone over our heads . We have learnt the art of deception and of
17

Philippa Foot, Virtues and Vices and Other Essays in Moral Philosophy (U niversity of California Press , 1978 ). pp. 7ff.
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pitched to me, it doesn't show that I lack the skill to hit
it. But if while playing baseball I deliberately treat the
opposing team unjustly, it does indicate that I lack a
certain virtue. If someone, seeing me miss the pitch,
says I lack the skill to hit, I can respond by saying that
I missed it deliberately. But if someone accuses me of
unjust behavior I cannot excuse myself by saying, "I
did it deliberately."17 Virtues engage the will in a way
that skills do not.
This seems to be basically true, though even here it
is worth noting-to stick with my baseball analogy-that
if I deliberately miss the pitch too often I am likely to
develop some deficiencies in my swing (a hitch, moving
the back foot, etc.) which will make me a less proficient
hitter. Something similar is true of the virtues. Contrary inclinations, vice, may be gradually learned. To
make a moral mistake too often, even to do it deliberately as one might miss a pitch, may gradually engage the
will. This was Bonhoeffer's worry when he questioned
whether he and those like him could still be of any use
when Germany's crisis was past.
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The moral virtues are like traits of character which not only suit us for life but shape
our vision of life, helping to determine not only who we are but what world w e see.

equivocal speech. Experience has made us suspicious of others and
prevented us from being open and frank . Bitter conflicts have made
us weary and even cynical. Are we still serviceable? It is not the
genius that we shall need , not the cynic, not the misanthropist , not
the adroit tactician, but honest, straightforward men. Will our spiritual resources prove adequate and our candour with ourselves remorseless enough to enable us to find our way back again to simplicity and straightforwardness?1 8

The first time we lie in a good cause it may not show that
we lack the virtue of truthfulness; it might make sense
to note that we did it deliberately. But Bonhoeffer's concern is a valid one: to do this too often may gradually
engage the will in vice, and it may be difficult to "find
our way back again to simplicity and straightforwardness." Virtues are like skills in that they require constant practice. 19

Virtues as Traits of Character
Nevertheless, since virtues do engage the will in a way
that skills do not, they are perhaps better thought of not
as capacities but as traits of character. When virtues
are described in this way, we can appreciate the significance of a point Stanley Hauerwas has made. "As persons of character we do not confront situations as mud
puddles into which we have to step; rather the kind of
'situations' we confront and how we understand them
are a function of the kind of people we are.''20 Given
certain traits of character we may be enabled to see
those mud puddles as occasions for rejoicing and opportunities for being rid of our shoes. Hence, the virtues do not just equip us for certain activities or, even,
for life in general; they influence how we describe the
activities in which we engage, what we think we
are doing and what we think important about what we
are doing. Our character affects our reaction to the
events of life, but our character also partially determines
the significance of those events for us.
The moral virtues-those excellences which help us
attain the furthest potentialities of our nature- are,
then, not imply dispositions to act in certain ways.
They are more like skills which suit us for life generally-and till more like traits of character which not
only uit u for life but hape our vi ion of life, helping
to determine not only who we are but what world we
e.
\ h do we need the e virtue ? What do they do for
u ? We ma di tingui h two g neral an wer to thi
qu tion. ome emphasize that the virtue hav a kind
of corrective function, helping to control and dir t

our emotions. 21 Others stress the fact, not necessarily
incompatible with the first emphasis, that the virtues
fit us to live a life characteristic of flouri bing human
beings. 22
It is not, I think, sufficient to think of the virtues
only in the first way-as character trait de igned to
strengthen us in the face of temptation. For it would
seem that the greater our virtue the l ss su ceptible to
temptation we would be-and , then, the b tter th person, the less virtuous he or she would b . Thi i , of
course, an old argument: whether perfect virtue would
be effortless and habitual , or alway in th face of ontrary inclinations.
Philippa Foot mitigates the difficulty om what
when she suggests that "th thought that virtue ar
corrective does not constrain u to relate virtu to difficulty in each individual man. ''2 3 h off r th xample of someone with an opportunity to t al. If in u ha
situation a person is tempted , hi virtue i I . But if a
person is poor and this situation i th r f r t
his virtue is greater when he doe not t al. 24
son's virtuous behavior might be habitual and
in such circumstance , but thi do s not alt r th fa t
that for human beings in general th
ar t mpting
circumstance . Hence, a virtu like ju ti
d d·
it plays a corrective role in dire ting and gov rning
in uh
I l ubt
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virtues sometimes seem to lead away from rather than toward our personal happiness,
t hey ineluctably raise the question of the place of self-sacrifice in a virtuous life .

simply that they are traits of character needed "for living well the sort of life that is characteristic of human
beings.'"2 7 To say this is almost to return to where we began with Pieper's statement ·that the virtues enable a
human being "to attain the furthest potentialities of his
nature." These two statements will be the same if it turns
out that a life characteristic of human beings is an endless journey toward perfection.

III
We have discussed some of the reasons ethicists are
turning or returning to an ethic of virtue, and we have
considered what it means to speak of moral virtues and
why human beings need and value them. But we will
appreciate a little more what it means to speak of virtues as traits of character which fit us to flourish as human beings if we discuss briefly a few problems which
an ethic of virtue must consider.
If the virtues enable us to flourish as human beings ,
what we say about the virtues will depend upon what
sort of life is proper for us. Can the life which fulfills
human nature be characterized in purely naturalistic
terms?2 8 Or must we begin and end with the conviction
that human beings are creatures? Peter Geach has suggested that, at least in the case of the cardinal virtues
(though not perhaps the theological virtues), we can
sidestep this problem. He thinks we can agree that prudence, justice, courage, and temperance are virtues
even if we cannot agree entirely on what life is fully
characteristic of human beings. We can agree about this
because we need these virtues to carry out any common
project at all. 29 No doubt this is true to some extent,
but it may not be as clear that-while bracketing entirely
the question of what sort of life fulfills our nature-we
can agree on what is (for example) properly temperate
and what is unnecessarily ascetic.
This difficulty leads on to another, which is as old as
reflection about the virtues. An ethic of virtue seems to
presuppose that there is some "best life" for human beings, a life characteristic of us when we flourish. And
even if we get over our modern scruples about autonomy
and accept this presumption we will be struck by the
fact that what is best for humanity may not be be t for
individual human beings. For example, no doubt it is
hard for any community to u tain itself without the
virtue of courage. That may, however, seem a mere

27

28
29

Wallace, p. 10 .
A Wallace, for example, attempts to prov ide (p. 16).
Geach , p . 16. imilar is Macl nt re' atte mpt to explai n th e virtue
in terms of ocial practice (p. 1 78 ). acl nty re recognizes the problem I note with Geach' ugge tion a nd th erefore xtend hi anal of th e virtues to incl ude d iscu io n of na rrative and moral trad ition.
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theoretical point to the soldier whose individual courage
is required in battle. He or she may be struck by the incompatibility between the virtue which the community
needs and the requirements of his or her own happiness.
It is true, but perhaps not persuasive, to reply with
Geach: "Men need the virtues as bees need stings; an individual may perish by being brave or just, all the same
men need courage and justice."30 Indeed, I think the
Christian tradition itself may suggest that we cannot be
quite so quick with the problem as is Geach. A recognition that the individual is not just a part of the species
did not begin with our modern concern for autonomy.
This recognition is already present in St. Augustine's
claim that the heart could rest only in God-which suggests that persons transcend every historical community.
To the soldier struck by the clash between the demands
of courage and his or her own happiness one might
also say: "The call for courage here arises within a narrative which is the story not only of your community
but your own story. The courage called for is only what
is needed for faithfulness to your own identity as you
understand it within that narrative." And this again is
true, at least to some extent, but perhaps not entirely
persuasive to our imaginary soldier. Many of us want
not only the reward of being virtuous, but a reward for
being virtuous. It sounds-and in some ways is-noble
to maintain that virtue is its own reward and no other
is needed, but we should not forget that Christian
thought has been so shameless as to promise a reward
to those with the virtue of faith. Not a reward internal
to the virtuous activity itself, the reward of being virtuous, but a happiness which is external to and follows
upon virtuous behavior. If the virtues sometimes seem
to lead away from rather than toward our personal happiness, they ineluctably raise the question of the place
of self-sacrifice in a virtuous life.

Turning to a Concentration on the Self
An ethic of the virtues faces a third difficulty of a
rather different kind. Perhap ome day when ome historian writes a hi tory of ethics in twentieth-century
merica he or he will note that the turn in ethics to a
concentration upon the elf development of the elf's
character and vision, to an empha i upon being rather
than doing- perhap our hi torian will ugge t that thi
wa a not unexpected turn in an increa ingl narcis istic
age. We hould remember therefore the unfortunate
po ibilit that e en tho e thinker
ho ha e returned
to notion of irtue a part of an attempt to e cape the
indi iduali mofourtime -andthereare uchthinker 30

Geach . p. 17 .
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There may be circumstanc es in which there are s trong utilitarian reasons for doing what a person
whose character was formed by certain virtues -justic e, g enerosity, fidelity, courage-would not do.

may be part of a larger current of history in which their
own turn is only a small part of an increasingly dangerous concentration upon self and self-development.
Perhaps a moral notion like duty serves better than
virtue to focus our attention on the needs of others.
In an interesting essay, "Utilitarianism and Moral
Self-Indulgence," Bernard Williams has addressed himself to one version of this problem. 31 He is concerned
about circumstances in which there might be strong utilitarian reasons for doing what a person whose character
was formed by certain virtues-justice, generosity, fidelity, courage-would not do. And the question is, if
in such a case we refuse to do what considerations of
utility call for, can we be charged with moral self-indulgence. Could someone quite properly accuse us of
displaying "a possessive attitude" towards our
virtue (p. 306)?

that we become virtuous by doing virtuou deeds , acting
out of such reflexive elf-concern may gradually make
a better person of me. I may learn to be grateful, not
just to act out of concern for my If-image a a grateful
person. In thi sen· , hypocrisy i not alway bad in the
moral life. Thus, for exampl , in a pa sag in Surpnsed
by Joy, C. S. Lewi tell how h cam to know a young
man in the army. Fir t drawn to him by common intellectual interests, Lewi oon b ame impre d with
what eemed the · uperior virtu of hi n w fri nd.

The Temptation to Self-Indulgence

First- and cond-ord r motivations
in thought, but they ar hard r to
Even if ther i omething g
reflexive cone rn to
on 1f acting a · a irt 1 u
on would a t, it would b hard to d ny that thi · r
ive concern may often div rt our alt nti n fr m th r ·
to elf-and once our att nti n i div rt cl, ur a ti n
may be a well. la <lair Ma Intyr , I n t cl at th utet, sugge t that within th moral hao · f ur ultur
we are waiting for a n w t. B n di t. Waitin , that i ,
for tho e who will tabli h n w f
f

Concentration upon the virtues may tempt us to selfindulgence because it may lead to what Williams term
a reflexive concern. That is, not only do I act with gratitude, but I act from a conception of myself as one who
acts gratefully. "It is one thing," as Williams puts it
"for a man to act in a counter-utilitarian way out of his
great love for Isolde, another for him to do o out of a
concern for his image of himself a a great Tri tan"
(p. 312). Thus, in connection with a virtue like gratitude
I may have both a first-order motivation (gratitude itelf) and a second-order motivation (seeing my elf a a
person who acts gratefully). The fir t-order motivation
focu es my attention on the one to whom I show my
gratitude. The second-order motivation is reflexive becau e it subtly directs my attention and concern back to
myself rather than the one to whom gratitude is giv n.
o doubt an ethic of dutie i subject to th am daner; I may act from a conception of my elf a on who i
dutiful. But perhap an thic of virtue is more be et by
thi danger becau e of it empha i upon charact rand
haracter d elopment.
De pite the e dang r , William point out that th r
ar o ca ion on which acting from u h a cond-ord r
moti ation may b quit appropriat (p. 313). If I f 1
little ratitud toward b n fa tor th b t I an manIf a

31

i alway th
na ticwa i that th ta k ma b

B rnard \ illiam . " tilitariani m and 1or I
temporary Bnt h Philo ophy. d II D
All n & ·nwin Ltd 1 7
pp. 30 -321
in parenthe i within th body of th pap r
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An ethic of virtue is dominated by the
eye-by metaphors of sight and vision.

water/touch
a baptismal poem for four voices
(in joy)

That self-consciousness about self is the fate which may
too easily await a concentration upon virtue. At the very
least we may say that in order to be saved from such a
fate an ethic of virtue will have to find its place within
some larger pattern of faith which affirms that we are
what we have received, and that the virtues are not simply human achievements.
For who among us is really able to make some judgment upon his character as a .whole? Who can say that
he possesses virtue? An ethic of virtue will be safe in
our hands only as we learn the lesson Robert Meagher
finds in St. Augustine: "Self-knowledge would require
a moment in which the whole of one's life would be
simultaneously present and available to sight.''3 5 Such
a moment-an eternal moment-is never ours. Who am
I? What judgment shall I make of my character? All
we can do in answer to such questions is tell the story
of our life, a narrative made up of successive moments.
But we have and can achieve no privileged perspective
on the whole.

Confessing the Stories of Our Lives
Our alternatives, therefore, are two: We can simply
tell our story in all its successive moments sincerely
and authentically-content to believe that such authenticity is the cardinal requirement of the moral life. Or
we can tell our story as Augustine did- not saying simply "such was my life and character," but confessing "the
faithful or faithless character of that life" to One who
sees it whole, not just in its successive moments. 36
An ethic of virtue is dominated by the eye-by metaphors of sight and vision. To know what traits of character qualify a virtues we must see our world and human nature rightly. To see rightly, in turn, requires
that we have the virtue . Virtue enhance vision; vice
darkens and finally blinds. All thi is important and true,
but it remains the case that we cannot see our character
or anyone else' whole and entire. We cannot gain that
privileged per pective from which such perfect vision
is possible. Because we cannot, we need not just the eye
but the ear. o ethic of virtue will be safe without a
pirit of confession always ready to hear the divine word
which- eeing us whole-condemn even the bet of
our virtue and again- eeing u whole in Christ- ay
even with reference to much that does not get into the
elf-con cious life torie we narrate well done." Perhap , then, the t. Benedict for whom we wait is not o
different from the first one.
Cl
35
36

Robert E. Meagher,
Book . 1979). p. 58.

Ibid .. p . 108.
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ugustine: An Introduction (Harper

olophon

baby laughing
Ill

warm water
angels?

water
falling
into rocky chalices
silver lights on wet boughs

as water
hidden
in dark shoals
our lives
fall
into God

the touch
within
you
the touch within
the water

J. T. Ledbetter

Tenebrae
The year' reversed
Spring's turning overturned
a , candlewi e, we nuff our way
back to the teep and spreading stain
of winter night again.
Word wound our ear
a once they wounded one
who e tear dropped dark and fast
and pas ion-filled in pra er
to water u a garden.
ight rule upreme
The final olitary gleam
hi tar i carried forth and hid
W ta te familiar blackne
r ailing all we did
and did not do.
J. Barrie Shepherd
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Television

Recalling the Golden
Age of Television
Fifties TV Produced
Gold and Dross in
An Inseparable Mix
James Combs
I am one of those Americanslike most anyone born in the 1940swho literally grew up with television.
By accident I happened as a child
to be living near Nashville, Tennessee, which had one of the first TV
stations in the South. In 1949, we acquired a set, and like everyone else
I was fascinated by this new toy, not
realizing- again like everyone elsewhat a profound effect it was to have
on our lives. My generation remembers it with nostalgia for the strange
and wonderful new world it opened
up for us.
I remember much of it with great
affection, and astonishment at how
much it mesmerized me-Kukla,
Fran, and Ollie (Fran Alli on wa a
childhood cru h) , Howdy Doody
Watch Mr. Wizard, Hopalong Cassidy,
Dragnet, and much more. nd unforgettable moment : John Cameron
wayze laboriou ly reading the
nam of the American POW exchanged at the truce in the Korean
\ ar· the electrifying pectacle of
Bobb Thompon' home run to win
the 1951 ational Leagu e pennant ;
the Pu rto Rican del gate at th
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TV will probably never again be as good or as bad as
it was in the early, formative, experimental days.
1952 Republican Convention bringing down the house by demanding
that his delegation (of four) be
polled.
In retrospect, both for those who
created early television and for
those of us who watched it, it is astounding just how good and how
bad it was. TV will probably never
be as good or as bad as it was in
those early, formative, experimental days. It was so because nobody
quite knew what he was doing. In
those days, there was an occasional
oasis in the vast wasteland. Some of
what had been good on radio successfully made the transition to TV:
Jack Benny was even more funny on
TV because one could see those
marvelousdoubletakes; Gracie Allen
looked as dopey as she talked; Edward R. Murrow looked every inch
the serious newsman. Television did
not immediate! y understand the
visual possibilities of the medium ,
and many shows-such as the early
soap operas-were still essentially
radio. (Indeed , it took TV a long
time to begin to understand and exploit the visual dimension: as one
observer has pointed out, Star Trek
was still largely radio, but M ission:
Impossible was television.)
The myth of the Golden ge of
television probably m an littl
more than that now the m edium ha
a history. The pre nt oft n tran form th pa t into m thing mor
than it actually wa . H ow man
fifth century B. . theni an kn w
they wer living in a
ld n
?
But it i irr i tible to I k ba k

famous See It Now sh ow on Joseph
McCarthy; the offbeat but high ly
vi ual humor of Ernie Kovacs; the
first two years of Gunsmoke, when
it was clear that Dodge City was indeed a mean place and that Kitty
was a prostitute running a rather
sleazy sporting house.
And, of course, there wa the live
drama. If early TV did have socially
redeeming valu , surely it wa the
occasional gem of a play, performed
live, that ma s audience would
actually watch. If much of th far
on U.S. Steel Hour, Play house 90, or
Kraft T elevision Theater wa m diocre, there w r o ca ional fla he
of brilliance, product of th accident of newne s: Marty, Days of Wine
and Roses, Bang the Drum Slo wly,
Bachelor Party, No Time For ergeants, Requiem for a H eavyweight
(all of which were ventually mad
into movie ). Th production w r
crude, the actor mad on- am ra
gaffe , the quipment wa limit d ,
but one an till
in tho pr
du tion today (a shown for
ple on th recent PB " old n
of T el vi ion " r tro p
)
of th vitality and
m nt that mad th m

There were some real
gems: Playhouse 90,
Your Show of Shows,
Edward R. Murrow,
Ernie Kovacs, Dragnet,
and the early Gunsmoke.

it
it
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We have to remember that much of the Golden Age was terri ble. Undoubtedly, most
of the plays performed in Sophoclean Athens or Shakespearean London were bad too.
the movie Network, perhaps the
most savage satire on TV everwritten.
We have to remember that much
of the Golden Age itself was really
quite terrible. (Undoubtedly, most
of the plays performed in Sophoclean Athens or Shakespearean
London were bad too.) If there were
occasional gems, there wer~ a good
many more hilarities, curiosities,
embarrassments,
and
crudities.
Just remember, for openers, that
"Mr. Television," Milton Berle,
got laughs for outrageous drag
outfits, scatalogical jokes, and crude
slapstick. I Love Lucy remains a
shamelessly sexist show, establishing a formulaic mindles ness for the
family sit-com that survives virtually intact in shows such as Laverne
and Shirley. Anyone who can decipher the popularity of Danny
Thomas deserves some sort of prize.
News programs consisted of fifteenminute wham-barn news readings
("Now let's go hopscotching the
world for headlines," Swayze would
say).
If we did get to ee the Rocky
Marciano-Jersey Joe Walcott fight ,
we didn't get much of the NFL. We
did get a lot of wre tling and roller
derby (I never did figure out the
latter). But perhap the ultimate
in kitsch of that era wa the daytim Queen for a Da in which
wretched women would tell Jack
Bailey their tal of wo ; the winner
(the Applau e Met r elect d th
mo t mi erabl ) would th n b
crowned rmin d and gi en priz
(what happ n d to th lo r i not
known). nd of our
th re "a
The 64 ()(X) Question.
Th d v lopm nt of
ha
ha

talks to live audiences? More understandable was the use of the Cold
War as entertainment. The most
remarkable of the many early Fifties
shows featuring some American battling the subversive forces of Communism was I Led Three Lives. The
Reds on the show were invariably
Jewish, bespectacled, with European
accents and sinister intent. On the
other hand, audiences loved Wally
Cox as the delightful Mr. Peepers.

com
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What makes us nostalgic
for the Golden Age is
that we were there at
the start, and remember
both the good stuff
and the wretched.
So the Golden Age was a mixed
bag. What makes us nostalgic for
it is that we were there at the start,
and remember both the good stuff
and the wretched. But we also remember how TV changed, how it
began to take on the patterns it did.
For exampl TV ince ha gone
through formulaic wave in which
ucce e are copied, spun off of
and modified. The ucce s of Gunsmoke bred the wave of imitation
and modification of the W tern
of th late 1950 , Maven'ck Lawman,
Ii t
ex-

and
and

If Golden Ages are characterized
by creativity and the full flush of
being present at the creation, Silver
Ages bring refinement of techniques
and polish of formula. The innovations in TV in the latter era developed programming technique and
delivery-the introduction of color,
stop-action, and slow-motion instant replay, the expansion and
sophistication of news, the virtual
stabilization of the daily TV schedule. The achievements of 1960s TV
were secondary to the previous
decade, but they were substantial
nevertheless.
Certainly this includes the power
of television to both focus attention
on problems and events, and also to
ignore them. The civil rights movement and Vietnam were both much
affected by the former process. The
network decision to" hoot bloody" focus on small unit actions at the GI
level-affected the way people felt
about the war. It was the first war
brought into our living rooms in
living color. On the other hand, TV
programming ignored the war: none
of My Three Sons was being drafted
or dying at Pleiku. The many program set in sanitized suburbs gave
no hint of the inner-city riots or
decaying lum . When reactionary
politician uch a Spiro Agnew and
George Wallace began to attack telei ion and found a re pon iv chord,
it was clear televi ion had come of
age. Mar hall McLuhan was hailed
a a prophet and we appeared r ady
to nt r a Great (and Tele i ed)
urrounded b a Global
a the

il er
of
the
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Theatre

Television is no longer a new toy, and perhaps it
has simply reached the limits of what it can do.
could go was down; the only thing
it could do was come apart. TV
shows became more frank, more
satirical of society, more willing to
include social issues. Minorities
and identifiable social typesworking-class bigots, suburban liberals, wisecracking and irreverent
Army doctors-appeared. News expanded to its node, and most of it
was shlock reported by pretty faces
with tenuous roots in journalistic
tradition. Game shows became a
salivating display of rampant greed
and commodity fetishism. The ABC
soap operas, armed with themes of
sexual play and urbane glamour,
displaced the more traditional
Procter & Gamble stable in the
ratings. Holidays were saturated
with inexhaustible supplies of football games and their attendant inanities, such as parades of endless
floats and bands. ighttime hows
became increasingly dopey. De pite
all these progressive innovation ,
audience began to drop in number .
The critici m of television from
many quarters became more intense.
There wa rapid change of leaderhip at the n twork , quick turno er of how and tar , great fluctuation in rating . But the decline
ontinued.

With people ignoring
or avoiding television,
we may be witnessing
the devolution of the
TV empire that has so
dominated our era .

alternative media proliferating, and
the industry itself suffering from
gigantism and lack of vitality, we
are likely witnessing the devolution of the television empire that
has been a central feature of the
post-war world. Like all empire ,
it will not suddenly di appear ju t
wane and become something el e,
indeed many elses. We have in no
way exhausted the pos ibilities of
communication. Our de cendant
may one day have apparati in their
brains which will permit them to
shape their own realitie a th y
fit. Television sets will eem a
quaint and archaic as cathedral
radios and horseless carriage .
The Golden Age of Televi ion i
a myth, but lik all myth it b ar
a kernel of truth. Th Ei enhower
prosperity of the 1950 did giv
impetus to the spread of thi new
marvel to all tho e new uburban
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Behind the Scenes
The Dresser Goes
Backstage to Where
Illusion Originates
John Steven Paul

.

••
I

In The Dresser, Ronald Harwood has made drama about illusion and parleyed audiences'
perennial curiosity for "how it's done" into a commercial and an artistic success.
In The Dresser, the British playwright
Ronald Harwood has made drama
about illusion and parleyE:d audiences' perennial curiosity for "how
it's done" into a commercial and an
artistic success. The playwright has
set the action of the play behind the
scenes-that is, where the illusions
are gotten up.
The Dresser is a tranche-de-vie in
the British theatre of a recently bygone era. At the center of the drama
is a relationship between an old
actor-manager and his valet or
dresser. Ronald Harwood drew on
his own experience as valet to the
famous English actor Sir Donald
Wolfit for the wealth of detail that
makes the play continually fascinating. The actor-manager, as the
playwright wisely explains in a
program note, was an institution in
the British theatre for more than
two hundred years. Rarely if ever
playing London, the manager led
his troupe from one week-long engagement to the next and from one
provincial playhouse to the next
with only an arduous Sunday train
journey in between. The repertoire
of such companies was generally
Shakespearean. The actor-manager
himself played the leading role in
each play; his wife was often his
leading lady. The other members
of the company divided the remaining roles, both those on and those
behind stage.
The actor-managers were unabashed bardolaters. They regarded
the Shakespearean corpus a national
cultural treasure and themselves
public servants, educating the people to their heritage. The highest
honor that could be paid to these
actors was a command performance
at Buckingham Palace and a knighthood. !though many of them were
highly accomplished it was the rare
actor upon whom such honor were
bestowed. Harwood turned the coveted knighthood to good comic
purpo e in The Dresser a the etto-be-knigh ted old actor prefer to
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be called only "Sir" and for his
wife to be addressed as "Her Ladyship." To one another, the husband
and wife are "Bonzo" and "Pussy."
The dialogue of The Dresser is
peppered with theatrical references
to plays, backstage activity, and
superstitions. (Everyone gingerly
avoids any mention of Shakespeare's
Scottish tragedy, which would certainly bring bad luck to the company. When Sir inadvertently utters
the word "Macbeth," he has to perform an hilariously arcane ritual
to exorcise the demons he may have
called forth.) The most appropriate
show-business phrase in the current
circumstance, however, is "the show
must go on." Seemingly insurmountable obstacles stand between the
actor-manager and his first entrance
in the evening's performance of
King Lear.
The time is 1942. This particular
English provincial theatre appears
as though it might have been constructed under the direction of David
Garrick. The war effort has removed
most of the strapping young men
from the talent pool and forced
theatre managers to cast "old men,
cripples, and nancy-boys" in roles
wanting strapping young men. The
nancy-boy playing the role of the
Fool ha been arrested on a morals
charge. The Luftwaffe is bombing

the daylights out of the town. And,
earlier in the day, the old actor had
suffered a near-total nervous collapse.
With little more than an hour to
the rise of the curtain, Sir's dresser,
Norman (played superbly in this
production by Tom Courtenay), Her
Ladyship, and the company stage
manager sit in a dressing room and
commiserate concerning the old
man's breakdown and his commitment to a hospital. Such an eventuality has apparently been imminent
for some time, the result of overwork plus anxiety about his approaching old age, his career's end,
and his inexplicable inability to
compose his memoirs. At just the
moment when this trio of dresser,
wife, and stage manager-an actor's
harem, or perhaps his three weird
sisters!- are about to cancel the performance, Sir walks heavily into
the dressing room.
After a brief argument during
which the wife and the stage manager insist that the performance
must be cancelled due to his poor
health, Sir orders them out of his
sight and sits down at his dressing
table. The actor is confused about
everything except for the fact that
he has a role to play that eveninghe' not sure which one. His first
peering into the mirror ignals the
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As soon as the old actor's illusory identity had been stripped away, the
seconds began to tick again with inexorable progress toward the end of his hour.
beginning of the extended device
that the playwright employs to make
up the action of the first act. Harwood invites his audience to view
the manufacture of an illusion.
At his entrance , Sir (actor Paul
Rogers) looked a sodden shell of a
human being. His inner structure
had collapsed from nervous exhaustion; his skin had become soggy
with rain and perspiration. But
through the application of make-up,
hair pieces, and costume, this trembling, whimpering human nothing
would be transformed into something: King Lear-apparently corporeal, but actually illusory. The
priest attending this slightly bizarre
ritual was Norman, the dres er. Proferring the sacramental elements
of tea and biscuits, leading a liturgy
to which both men had grown familiar and of which both had grown
reverent, Norman accomplished the
mysterious transubstantiation.
The mirror reflected the developing illusion. The nothingness began
to take on definition. imultaneously, Sir applied layers of make-up

and bits of costume and exchanged
necessary words with the leading
lady, the stage manager, ca t members, and technician . Gradually
this costumed shell expanded as if
with new protoplasm until turgid
with confidence, King L ar trod
to the boards in defiance of th audience, the Nazis, and the unnamed
fears that tormented and drove him.
We the audience at this playhous
within a playhouse viewed th
ntrances and exits and Ii t n d to
parts of the play from behind th
scenes. Made-up as King L ar ir
took full control of hi r pon ibilities as actor and manager. H
ascended the heights of the torm
scene; he directed the sound effects; he dallied with a young actress; he hoi ted Cord lia, play d
by his lightly corpulent wif , and
bore her onto the stage; and, finall ,
he exited in triumph.
Back in hi dre sing ro m, till
in full make-up and co tume, irLear dealt with po t-p rforman
concern : an anxiou wif b
ing
him to l ave the road and r tir ,

To a Firefly
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But night tarried a I whimp r d lik a 1 - ar- Id
too eag r for hi birthday or old Kri Kringl
drum ounded and li ht fla h d
wa

rat hing th ir b hin l .
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Ken Bazyn
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I aw twittering of light at du k
Phosphorescenc without radioactivity
Fission, fu ion, chemical combustion,
an atomic cloud forming b neath my window ill
the last d ep red un et after th fall
two young god paddlin in a birch cano
and eternity re ting upon my brow.

and I la m down und r
th wa animal d " h n th

an anxiou younger company m mber prote ting ir's tyranni al manag rial method , an anxiou old r
ompany m mb r imp rtunin him
for a f w of th b tt r rol in th
rep rtoir . In ach ca , th old
man wa
ffi i nt, ma t rful and

Books

In The Myth of Sisyphus,
the Actor is Absurd Hero.
Albert Camus. In The Myth of Sisyphus, Camus identifies the Actor as
the prototypical Absurd Hero in a
world rendered absurd 'by the inevitability of death. The Actor resigns himself to the fact that the end
of a play brings an end akin to death
to the characters of the drama. Yet,
the Actor embraces this. fact as a
truth that frees him to perform each
role with literally death-defying
passion; to play the part for all it's
worth. There is, after all, nothing
and nothingness beyond the play.
Sir's greatness resides in his nightly
return to the dressing table and the
make-up mirror in preparation for
another hour upon the stage. Even
if he could compose his memoirs,
they would be only records of a vanished and meaningless past written
to a non-existent and irrelevant
future.
A final word about the central
character of the play is in order.
Much of the dramatic success of The
Dresser is owed to Ronald Harwood's
lateral shift of the spotlight away
from its traditional focus, the actormanager, to his second, the dresser.
This shift represents no clever attempt to demonstrate that behind
every good man there stands a good
... etc. Rather, Harwood surveyed
the entire stage on which his actormanager struts and frets and found
the focu for his drama up-stage left,
in a supporting player. In shifting
his focus, Harwood followed in the
foot tep of his countryman Peter
Shaffer who, in Amadeus, turned his
ear just slightly from Mozart, heard
the mu ic of Salieri and crafted it
into a stunning play. Another
Britisher Tom toppard, glanced
momentarily away from Hamlet,
pied Ro encrantz and Guild n tern,
and ga
th m c nt r stage. In The
Dresser Harwood ha looked to
hake pear again panning ear and
eye ju t pa t the ranting and raving
King L ar and allowing them to
re ton hi wi e and witt fool.
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Review Essay
Jill Baumgaertner

The Hotel New Hampshire
By John Irving. New York: E. P. Dutton.
401 pp. $15.50.

The Heart of a Woman
By Maya Angelou. New York: Random
House. 272 pp. $12.50.

The Uncollected Stories
Of William Faulkner
Edited by Joseph Blotner. New York:
Random House. 716 pp. $7.95 (paper).

John Irving's latest book The
Hotel New Hampshire, bounces with
remarkable, outrageous characters,
including one named Freud who
enter the story on a motorcycle
accompanied in the ide car by a
bear named tate O'Maine. Freud
disappear for a few chapters into
World War II Germany leaving his
bear-and motorc cle-b hind with
the father of the famil thi novel
i about. Her urface with a cheme
which in ol
the entir famil in
operating a hotel in ienna and fi-

Jill Baumga rtner teaches English at
Wheaton College and is Poet Editor
of The Cr
t. This is the first of a
series of occasional pieces on the contempora litera scene.

John Irving's novel is
alive with the outrageous.
nally exits the novel and life in a
spectacular feat of heroism, saving
the Opera House from terrorists
residing in his hotel, but blowing
himself to bits after he detonates
a bomb under the license plate of
a Mercedes.
And this is only a subplot. Freud
is, believe it or not, a reasonably
minor character in a complex story
about the relationships within an
unusual family. The father, a Harvard graduate who teaches at a
second-rate boarding school (whose
colors are an ominous gray and
brown) in his hometown of Dairy,
New Hampshire, presides in his
dreamy, always impractical way
over a family of five children:
Frank, a closet homosexual; Franny,
a rape victim and the one child who
seems always to hold the family together; John, the narrator, wildly
in love with Franny; Lilly, who
stops growing at age nine; and Egg,
who dies with his mother half-way
through the book, when the book,
too, dies somewhat prematurely.

This is a novel that,
like one of its
characters, dies
prematurely halfway
through the book.
Earlier on, the book is alive with
the unexpected, the grotesque, the
disarmingly beautiful. When the
family moves into the first Hotel
ew Hamp hire a converted Female eminary in Dairy the children
di cover the electricity i off, and
proceed to turn on e ery available
lamp and lantern in ide and out ide
the building. When the electricity
urge on creating an explo ion of
Ii ht the old policeman parked in
front of the hotel i ju t turning on
the ignition to hi car. H di of a
h art atta k rea tion to that blaze of
lo h mu tha
thou ht h
minor chara ter
il
labrador put to
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Success may have come to Irving too quickly. His writing strengths are many, but his
imagination has an insubstantial center and he tends to intellectual shallowness.
rather awesome digestive disorder,
is stuffed by the eldest son, Frank,
as a present for Franny. Sorrow reappears throughout the story in
various poses, bathtubs, and closets, always creating disasters and
finally floating to the surface of the
ocean to mark the spot Egg's and
Mother's plane goes down. Sorrow
floats, the remaining family discovers.
John Irving's imagination is
phenomenal, his humor quite appealing, his gently ironic tone enjoyable, but something about this
novel is not quite right. At the
heart of this circus of characters
and events is nothing really substantial to hold it all together for
400 pages. I suspect that the problem in this book is a variation of
the same problem in Irving's The
World According to Carp. His method
is to constantly outdo himself, creating unusual settings, weird yet
breath-taking juxtapositions, piling
more and more upon his characters
until finally they undo themselves.
He is like the child who in innocence gives an amusing reply and,
realizing that his audience is laughing, repeats it more loudly a second
time. When he says it the third time,
hi adult audience may find him
ju t barely tolerable, but by the
fourth and fifth time, he ha b come
downright obnoxious.
In dealing with the latent incestual feelings between Franny and
John Irving is best and mo t true
when he uggest such stirring are
th re ult of ibling ympathie
oing back into early hildhood.
Wh n after years of caution th two
character lock them elve into their
i t r' hotel room for a hedoni tic
and e hau ting few hour (in ord r ,
the a to purge th m elve and
r main for er after cha t to on
anoth r) one begin to u p t that
I in ha given in to th blatant,
th mo t en ational the mo t titillatin ju t b au he do not kn "
what I to do " ith hi hara t r .
1arch 1 t2

The sublimation of these urgings
would require greater ubtlety and a
more careful crafting than Irving
seems interested in.
He is not satisfied to relate an
amusing and touching anecdote· he
must exaggerate his character and
their responses until he feels hi
readers cringe. And while we are
cringing, we suspect that Irving is
laughing. That is why this novel i
an intriguing, but finally uncomfortable experience. A bear who ride
a motorcycle is funny. A complacent
old dog stuffed into an attack po ition
by a misguided taxidermist is funny.
A hotel in which every chair i
nailed to the floor i funny. But rape
is not funny. Nor is incest. or i
death. When we reach the final pag
and the opening of th third Hot 1
New Hampshire, which i actually
a rape crisis center, we do not laugh.
Quite possibly, Irving do snot want
us to laugh. But we cannot tak it
seriously either.

Maya Angelou's The
Heart of a Woman has
many strengths, but
they do not include
the one that the title
of the book advertises.
Irving ha now writt n tw bl kbuster and one f ar that
may hav com to him t
Hi wntmg tr ngth ar
but hi imaginati n h a an
stantial
nt r and h fa ll
asily int int 11 tual hall
ton point in th n
l th f th r
ay:

thin t , ·rit
in thi ind

quite another for an
brace it himself. It c
the reader to a k the
of the no el that th
of d ath.

author to mrtainly invit
am que tion
charact r a k

II
Maya Angelou' The H eart of a
Woman, the fourth and mo t r
nt
volum of h r aut bi raph tak
h r from 19 7 t 1 62 , th

rn
rclin a t r , a t · in
T he Blacks, and fin al I m ruth f ritak • h •r

-It would be wrong to judge Faulkner's artistry on the basis of these stories and it
would be a mistake to allow this volume to fall into the hands of the uninitiated.
autobiography has become a genre
in itself in recent years, but Angelou
claims no link with what has developed into a fine and sensitive literary
tradition. The reader leaves this
work wanting more. For example,
Maya Angelou's son, rather than his
shadow, deserves to be seen. He
needs something to catapult him
into life. What the author seems to
have forgotten is that autobiography
requires the same careful attention
to character and plot that a work of
fiction requires. In its most lyrical
and passionate moments, it deserves
the same attention to word and
image a poem needs. Angelou has
achieved literary respectability in
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. One
hopes she will take more time for
good writing in her next volume.

III
The Uncollected Stories of William
Faulkner is Joseph Blotner's attempt
to bring together some of Faulkner's
neglected work. These stories fall
into three major categories: stories
which are early versions of later
published work, stories which were
published by individual magazines ,
but have never been reprinted, and
tories which have never been pubIi bed before now.
Blotner's notes on each of the
stories are painstaking records of
the journal a particular manuscript
wa sent to before it wa accepted
the pre ent condition of the manucri pt differenc
between the
manuscript and the final publi hed
ver ion and chang in a tory betw en it fir t and econd publication. Tho of u who ha e n ver
lived in a Faulknerle world ma
find awe ome the li t of r jection
slip Faulkner coll ct d for almo t
e ery story in thi
olum
Delta
utumn ' for exampl wa rej cted
b
ix magazine b fore tory ace pted it. Faulkn r rewrote th
tory almo t a oon a it a accepted and it finall became the
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sixth section of Go Down, Moses. This
pattern of rejection, acceptance,
publication, revision, and publication in another form was repeated
in a surprising number of Faulkner's
works. Most or all of The Unvanquished, The Hamlet, and Go Down,
Moses seem to have been constructed
almost entirely in this manner.
The Uncollected Stories is a valuable
addition to any Faulkner lover's
library. Because these stories are
experimental try-outs for many
characters Faulkner develops later
in his novels, one gains a rare glimpse
of a creative mind at work. Predictably, however, the work is not
representative of Faulkner's strongest and best writing. It is certainly
interesting in a clinically-detached
sense to watch Faulkner fail in some
of these stories. In "Nympholepsy"
he overindulges in language, creating· a sort of literary indigestion.
"Evangeline" tells a fast-paced version of the Sutpen tory which
Faulkner would later rework much
more effectively and much more
slowly in A bsalom, A bsalom!

Those of us who have
never lived in a world
without Faulkner may find
his list of rejection
slips quite awesome.
Many of these tories seem to be
the initial working of an idea.
"Frankie and Johnny " for example
eem more a sketch of a larger work
than a hort tory. Man were written
by a much ounger and le
perienced Faulkn r than th on we
hav learned to lo e.
This colle tion doe ha
a fe,
lov 1
urpri
. In ' pulture
outh: Ga light a bo
ncount r
hi grandfath r death and imultan ou ly hi own mortalit in pro
which equal Faulkner
mo t
maj tic.
nd thre or four time a y a r I wou ld
com back. I would not know , ·h ·, alon
to look at them . not ju t at ra nd fath er a nd

Grandmother but at all of them looming
among the lush green of summer and the
regal blaze of fall and the rain and ruin of
winter before spring would bloom again ,
stained now . a little darkened by time and
weather and endurance but still serene,
impervious . remote, gazing at nothing. not
like sentinels , not defending the living from
the dead by means of their vast ton-measured weight and mass , but rather the dead
from the living; shielding instead the vacant
and dissolving bones. the harmless and defenseless dust , from the anguish and grief
and inhumanity of mankind .

"A Return," which is published
for the first time in this volume, is
a fine story of the wooing, winning
and widowing of Lewis Randolph, a
Southern girl who spends only a few
hours with her husband before he
leaves to do his part in the War Between the States. He does not return
and she raises her son alone during
Reconstruction, becoming tougher
and thinner every year. Here Faulkner combines tragedy, comedy, and
satire in a way only he can get away
with. His prose is dense with images
which weave in and out of a wellcrafted, beautiful piece.
With these two exceptions, The
Uncollected Stories is only for someone who knows Faulkner well. It
would be wrong to judge Faulkner's
artistry on the basis of these stories
and it would be a mistake-maybe
even a literary sin-to allow this
volume to fall into the hand of the
uninitiated. I say this not as a Faulkner expert, but a a Faulkner aficionado. In 1965 I wa a Fre hman
chemi try major at Emory niverity. Literature wa for me then, a
delightful
lei ure-time activity.
But a literature profe or required
me to read A bsalom A bsalom!- and
during that incredible bapti m into
Yoknapatawpha I decid d that
literature had to b m vocation.
In literatur I finall under tood,
la the ntire uni er e. In a en e
revelation cam to me through Faulkner. I , ould b di ma d if The Uncollected
from
n ounterin
tron
l ical rou h power " hi h " as ho
Im t him
ent n ar a
•:
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We can safely conclude that 1981 was not a year
when popular taste and aesthetic quality coincided.

A Catalog of Quirks
Good Films Today Need
To Shape Their Own
Audiences to Survive
Richard Maxwell
The films that showed a profit
in fall of 1981 were Time Bandits
(Monty Python meets the wizard of
Oz), Private Lessons (soft-core pornography), Halloween II (sequal to
the great splatter movie of a few
years back), and Comin' at Ya! (comic
western with three-D effects). This is
an abysmal list. Time Bandits may
have had its moments, but the oth er
three movies give new meaning to
the phrase "lowest common denominator." Who could have guessed
that the denominator was this low?
We can safely conclude that 1981
wa not a year when popular taste
and aesthetic quality coincided.
Then again maybe we can't. The
film indu try i by now such a confu ed me s that no one i even ure
what popular means. It mean dollar and cent yes, but that was
never the whole tory. There wa
one a tradition in Hollywood that
guarant ed-not to be ure quality
but minimally a c ptable kill. Th

Ri hard axw 11 teaches in the Department of English and in Chnst College at alparaiso niversit . He is the
regular Film cn"tic for Th
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audience kn ew what to expect. Despite Lucasfilm's passable imitation
of an old-style studio, producing a
regular, en joyable, and banal product (Raiders of the Lost Ark), the
rule for the moment is that anything
goes. One shou ld be allowed to enjoy this situ ation. It produces the
equivalent of that embarrassing bestseller list to be found in The New
York Times Book Review, it allows
excell en t movies to drop out of
sight, but it also allows cracks and
interstices wh ere other good ones
can get through. Atlantic City, perhaps the best American film this
ye ar , is j ust as much a freak as
Comin 'at Ya!
So we have an opportunity. The
most exciting movies of the past
year or two are those that understand they exist in a kind of void,
a cultural situation where people
have lost track of the old film conventions, indeed of convention altogether. Such a film survive fi nds its voice-by creating an audience. This audience must be created
over and over again: it is different
for every good film. Thi wa alway
true a little bit. It is now true much
more than previou ly. The people
who write movies or direct th m
like those who produce and di tribute them, cannot take anything for
granted. Shaping a film mean
shaping an audience. If we want a
non-statistical definition of p pularity-and I think uch a thin
po sible-thi i th
ntial clu .
We can follow it by payin tribut
to a few film , by p culating n h
they succeeded or fail d thi p t
year. Thi i not my t n b t li t
(though many of th
mo i
Id
be on it); it i a catal
unexp ted ri
and fall
(1) h n I w nt t
exp ted mob f hi h
and
oll ge tud n . o u h thin .
aturda h w wa alm t un tt nd d. Blow-Out i Brian
P Im '
b t film and for that matt r
ra olta . P rhap thi i th pr

lem. DePalma made his reputation
with con ciously trashy horror
movie like Sisters and Carn·e. BlowOut- the story of a ound technician who inadvertently records a
suppo ed accident (actually the murder of a prominent politician)may hav actually achi ved too
much, and achi v d it in the wrong
way.
At the beginning of th movie,
the ound te hnician (Travolta) i
working on a Halloween- tyle thriller.
Blow-Out tart with a
n from the
thrill r th movi within th movi .
A hand-h ld am ra (r pr nting
th vi wpoint of th kill r) prowl
through a colleg dormitory full
of desirable girl , finally urpri ing on in th hower. h tart to
cream-and ther the lip nd
for th

tory of how h
Why doe thi
For one thing,
to t up a alculat d di tan
tw n him If and th

u .

Chariots of Fire is, in Pauline Kael's perfect evaluation, "a piece of technological
lyricism held together by the glue of simple-minded heroic sentiment."
businessman, or at least he had
better luck. Blow-Out will be back.
It's good enough, I think, so that
ten years from now it wiil look better than it does at the moment.
(2) Southern Comfort's failure is
harder to understand. A previous
Walter Hill film, The Warriors, became a kind of cult item,. with teenage gangs rioting and stabbing in
the lobbies. That was a movie you
took your switchblade to. I don't
go for real mixed with cinematic
violence, but I could see why The
Warriors had this effect. It made a
loony, delirious vision out of New
York street life. It was fun.
Southern Comfort is much less a
fantasy. I found the movie absorbing from the first frame to the last.
Some weekend National Guards
get stuck in a swamp, harass its Cajun
inhabitants, and end up being
hunted down by them. Cliche characters-southern aristocrat, coldblooded engineer, black pimp,
stupid redneck-are scrutinized
under stress. You start feeling for
them. All of a sudden, they aren't
quite cliches anymore. The hunt
closes in: one by one they die. The
landscape and the Cajun way of life
begin to seem threatening, oversized-an impenetrable mystery.
The film ends in a last rush of killings, just when the killing should
be over. We have learned-well,
maybe we've learned nothing but
we've been through a lot. Southern
Comfort is not the Vietnam allegory
people said it was, but it tay in
the mind. Good action films are rar .
Maybe they are too rare to g t
going again. As I left, an u her
caught my eye- "You ju t e that
movie?" he aid. I aid I had and
that I liked it. "It' weird " he replied. He didn't under tand. That
tight, tense narrative went pa t him.
Too much cau e and effect? Th
film spiral from mall ten ion to
large one beautifully and in orably. It i mor complicated than
one may give it credit for b in .
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Like Blow-Out, it is a genre film
pulling itself up by its bootstraps.
Striking effort, but the audience
isn't willing to come. Southern Comfort plays like those great Sam
Fuller films of the Fifties-completely alive, bordering on kitsch
but always transcending it. An audience, however, cannot always be
created by an act of will. Sometimes
one has to wait.

Southern Comfort is not
the Vietnam allegory
people said it was, but
it stays in the mind.
Good action films
like this one are rare.
(3) Enough of empty theatres:
let's look at a full one. I saw Chariots of Fire in Greenwich Village,
where six hundred people-and that
was just the early show - crowded a
grand old moviehouse, complete
with balcony. I stood at the ticket
window and watched most of those
six hundred people file past me so I
know a little of who they were: the
usual Greenwich Village assortment,
composed of artists, intellectual ,
pseudo-Bohemians gays and visitors from the midwest. The movie
these people came to see-in Pauline
Kael's perfect evaluation - wa "a
piece of technological lyrici m held
together by the glue of simpleminded heroic entiment." What
was that ophisticated audience
doing there then?
It wa enjo ing it elf. Chariots of
Fire i about two Briti h runn r of
the 1920 Harold braham and
Eric Liddell. braham " a J wi h
Liddell cotti h · braham " as rich

tud

in

grip.
and Lidd 11
lympi
th

movie almost drowns us in patriotic sentiment. I wanted to go out
and die for England-which is perhaps the point. This is the perfect
film for people who want to feel
patriotic but not too close to home.
There's no danger in feeling patriotic about an idealized England represented by beautifully-photographed pictures of Cambridge and
Kent. When all those handsome ,
heal thy young men, their blond locks
tossed in the breeze, run on the
beach in slow motion-the film 's
theme music all the time blaring
away-who could possibly escape a
moment of supreme self-indulgence?
Char£ots of Fire comes from England. Other movies of the same type
have arrived from Australia too (by
all accounts, the recent Gallipoli is
one of them). Hollywood is unable
to produce such films. We don't have
the right landscapes. We don't have
the superb, classically-trained actors who make such movies worth
seeing. We don't-just at the moment-have the knack of implying
Quality and Meaning while providing lick entertainment. Some
fifteen years ago , A Man for All
Seasons filled the bill ... but then
that movie was very British too. I
like this tradition though I get
enough of it quickly. More power
to the fallen empire that provide
u with uch fare.
(4) peaking of u tralian films ,
The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith got
to Chicago in 19 1. Th wait wa
worth it.
few ear ago I prai ed
in thi column hat I all d 'ironic
pe tacle - ambitiou
panoramic
mo ie about th interaction b tween
indi idual fate and th mo ement
of hi to .
ample of thi g nr
include The onfonnist and The Ma n
Who Would Be King. Jimm Blacksmith
on th tradition.
i ha d on a
b
K n all
of a
rnor. In

T he resset

The Arthurian epic Excalibur has as its strength its presentation of a supernatural
tale in vivid images. Its weakness is a fundamental lack of faith in those images.
for reasons the film tries to imagine.
Jimmy Blacksmith's efforts to make
a life for himself fail slowly but
surely, under the pressures of a
racist frontier society. The film
shows us not the whole range of
Australian life at this time but a
good part of it. When Blacksmith
changes in a few seconds from deferential social-climber to mass
murderer, his transformation is
both convincing and terrifying: it
is the response to a context we know.

I don't know that
many people are ready
for a movie like
Jimmy Blacksmith. It
demands a great deal
from its audience.
This sort of thing has been done
before, and almost as well as it is
here. Where Jimmy Blacksmith has
its biggest success is in its last hour,
which views the aftermath of those
first murders. Jimmy is on the run.
ccompanied by his uncle and brother, he retraces his journey aero s
ustralia, killing people from whom
he previously took abuse. trangely
enough, the film never b come a
revenge tory. Instead it stretche
into a painful but beautiful el gy.
To ee elegiacally i to focus on the
lo t the unattainable. o Jimmy
view hi previous life. The irony
of th film i not of any obviou or
plodding kind. It come , rath r
from the
rie d tachm nt of th
out id r the tranger who now
know that h i a tran r. Jimmy'
dialogue " ith hi broth r (much
m r th aborigine than Jimm ) and
with a quick-witt d
h olt ach r
th
kidnap add to thi m ditati
i tan in .
I don t kno that man p opl
lik thi .

in aluabl
but n arch 1 2

know -at any commercial outl t.
No matter. As long as ther are
alternatives to General Cinema,
such movies will find their way. nburdened by fourteen-million-dollar advertising budget and n rvou
studio heads, good or great film
can achieve a surprising mobility .
This one just keeps popping up in showing on campus or in r a onably big cities, in reviews, and I
suspect in people's dream .
(5) Excalibur, John Boorman '
lavish Arthurian epic, arrived in
the Midwest last spring to con i tently big crowds. Boorman' ab minable Zardoz and weird qu 1 to
The Exorcist had marked him out a
an aspiring director of fanta y- pie.
These film also suggested that h
wa a pretentious bore. Excalibur
had its embarrassing moment but
you've got to admire omeone wh
can get most of the Morte D'Arthur
into a feature-length film and k p
a largely teenage audience ab orb d
in it. The only big mi take Bo rman
made in hi redaction of Malory
redaction wa to over mpha iz
The affair betwe n Lan lot and
Guinever play a vital rol in thi
tory, but it do n 't bring ab ut th
deva tati n, th wa ting f th land
which Malory
th
qu t after th
den
a littl t

City, x pt for one thing: merican hav a hard tim with movie
that fo u on u
. We can tak a
of

Atlantic City manages
to stay with its subject.
striking films that confront ideas
of success - Atlantic City keeps its
balance. It drifts into ne~ther fantasy nor satire. It stays with its
subject.
If you lived in Northwest Indiana
and wanted to see Atlantic City, you
had one chance. The movie played
a brief run at the Town theater in
Highland, then vanished. The Town
theater is a peculiar institution,
as valuable in its way as Facets
Multimedia. It shows films with
pretensions-which means, these
days, anything more complicated
than Comin' at Ya! Atlantic City drew
a full house, at least the night I
was there. It was, in a sense, popular-popular with people who had
an attention and memory span of
two hours or more, who could connect beginnings and endings, who
didn't mind having their imaginative worlds expanded to include
John Guare's Atlantic City. These
sound like minimal demands, but
they aren't. In 1981, there are just
enough such people to go around.
I hate to admit it: there is a kind
of snobbery at work here. N onetheless, I insist on one final point,
that the traditionally democratic
art of film will be revived only by
elitism-which is to say, by the
ability of writers, directors and
distributors to concentrate on smart,
receptive people who can pay attention , and who know the world
around them. The audience so
briefly assembled by Atlantic City,
or Jimmy Blacksmith or Chariots of
Fire has plenty of flaws. It is not
even one audience but three o erlapping one and o diffu ed in
this big country that it can easily
be overlooked. 11 the ame a lot
depends on it. L t it go and the ca h
flow continues, but I wonder for how
long? Few of u hav ever thou ht
through the link b tw en the restricted popularity of an Atlantic
City and the overall w 11-b ing of the
film indu try. The connection i unprovable but vital.
Cl
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Structure and History
In Greek
Mythology and Ritual
By Walter Burkert. Berkeley: University
of Cal iforn ia Press. 226 pp. $15.00.

The Sather Classical Lecture
series has produced several notable
studies of classical religion. Structure and History in Greek Mythology
and Ritual by Walter Burkert, Professor of Classics at the University
of Zurich, is a valuable addition.
Burkert opens with a chapter each
on myth and ritual in general.
Criticizing the popular structuralism of Claude Levi-Strauss as not
leading to genuine understanding,
he opts for a structural analysis on
the basis of motifemes, or programs
of actions, in the manner of Vladimir Propp. He also stresses the
traditional character of myth. Individual myths are viewed as "crystallizations" of the traditional
"structure of sense." They inherit
multiple levels of cry tallization
and application to life of which any
interpretation mu t take account.
Ritual is treated imilarly. Taking
biological ethology as his guide,
Burkert emphasize the communicative and a -if' characteri tic
of ritual external act , a well a
their traditional character. In hi
view myth and ritual are not nece aril dependent upon one anoth r, but th
can xi t in a mbio i which enrich both.
ft r unfoldin hi theory of
m th and ritual Burk rt pend the
r mainder of th bo k
ammmg
concr te ample . Th middl two
hapt r
con ider
abori inal
patt rn ' which ar found to ur-

Burkert's treatment
breaks with structuralism.
face in Greek mythology, namely,
the scapegoat with its various transformations and the hunting hero
who stands in opposition to the
master of animals (in Greece, Herakles ). The final two chapters deal
with traditions whose past is known
with greater accuracy, traditions
the Greeks inherited both from the
civilizations of the ancient orient
(Kybele, Adonis, Hippolytos) and
from the Hittites (Demeter and the
sacred tree). Because more is known
about the traditions examined in
these chapters, the connections
Burkert draws are much less speculative than those presented in the
two preceding chapters. As a result,
his findings are more impressive.
Strongly emphasizing tradition,
Burkert's treatment marks a definite break with the structuralism
which has dominated many branches
of humanistic learning for the past
decade or so. It comes as a welcome
breath of fresh air. Nevertheless,
he leaves at least this reader with
hesitations, some minor, others
major.
The minor hesitations arise from
what little Burkert does poorly.
At times the connections he postulates between similar phenomena
go beyond what the evidence warrants, e.g., the connection between
Herakles and a prehi toric hunting
culture. He al o speculate a bit too
freely about prehistoric situations
of which we have little or no knowledge (e.g., the anxietie of primitive hunter ). nder the de ignation
tradition ' he include both tradition proper and mat rial diffu ed from one ocial or cultural
group to another. Further he eem
complete! unconcerned to try to
account for the hi torical di emination or the change in material
content of myth and ritual , hich
h ob rv . one of the d fec
hm
r require an
modificati n in the en ral ie, of m th
and ritual pr ent d.
0th r d fi ien i produ mor
The Cresset

These lectures will be welcome to all those who, after several years of almost total
inundation, have become aware of the limitations and narrowness of structuralism.
serious hesitations. They indicate
that some modification in Burkert's
general views is necessary before a
satisfactory interpretation of either
myths or rituals can be offered. For
all Burkert's theorizing and examining, the reader is not sure after
finishing this book that he understands the various phenomena that
much better.
To judge from the way Burkert
handles the material, he is not able
to deal meaningfully with any
particular expression of a myth or
ritual. Particular here means the
particular names and actions attached to a program of actions by
the entire Greek tradition as well
as expressions in individual authors
and texts. If the
1 -1== 0 mediation of Levi-Strauss tells us little,
how much more do we learn from an
analysis in terms of thirty-one
Proppian motifemes? Burkert attempts to set myths and rituals in
the context of their traditions, but
he virtually ignores the context of
Greek religion and Greek society
as a whole. Yet if the treatments
of myths by the various tragedians,
for example, are to be appreciated
fully (and Burkert definitely include them within what he calls
"myth"), the context of contemporary religion and society and
the author' own ideas and innovations, mu t be taken eriou 1y.
Burkert' theorie do not allow him
to do o.
The crux of the problem is that
Burkert ha improperly ab olutized
the concept to which he ha proprl drawn att ntion. It i hi view
expr
d more cl arly el ewhere,
that reek religion con i t of two
mponent
myth and ritual
(Gn·echische R eligion archaischen und
klassischen Epoche
tutt art 1977).
t not all Greek religiou ph
nom na Orphi m for
ampl or
th ompl
int rr lation b twe n
th
r ek d and moralit in th
ar hai p
b
u b um d
und r th
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"ritual." Burkert then equates myth
and ritual with a notion of tradition which does not and cannot do
justice to the particular manifestations of either.
When myth is viewed from the
perspective of a continuous line of
tradition , each point on the line,
each particular expression of a
myth, may appear nothing more
than a "crystallization" which adds
extraneous material to the essential
"structure of sense" handed down
from earliest times to the present.
But "crystallization" does not capture the creative dimension, whether
conscious or unconscious, which
makes from the traditional material
the particular expressions we know
as individual myths. Sequences of
motifemes (programs of action )
acquire significance when one ha
been tracing them, or attempting to
trace them, through millenia. But
the individual myth-teller may
have other significant point m
mind. A critical examination of the
individual circumstance and context is especially important for th
Greek texts, becau e the Gr k
myth are related in a tting which
is con ciously lit rary. In tead
Burkert's general vi w 1 ad him to
give more attention, u uall p culative, to the cont xt, often pr historic, in which he e th
program of action ori inatin .
Burkert' di u ion of ritual
focusing again upon
t mal "pr
gram of a tion ' ha mu h th
ame d f ct. I find it diffi ult t

absolute (Jean Fe tugiere, Personal
Religion among the Greeks), but he
opened up a dimen ion of the Gr ek
experience which Burkert ha
left untouched.
At I a t once Burkert him elf
seems to acknowledge that mor
pr ent in myth and ritual than th
"traditional " approa h
r
al .
H e writ , "P ycholo i al
tural and hi tori al
tion (sic) finally on
Burk rt i not h
the limit of hi
method to
religiou world
i peaking of th m d rn
cu tom of th hri tma tr
De pit the pr ding riti i m
tructure and History m
r ek
Mytholog_ and Ritual i a w l
addition to the xpl rati n f r k
r ligion and mythol gy. Engli h
wntm on r k r ligi n ha b n
dominat d t
l ng b tum-of-th ntury int rpr tati n (animi m,
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Last Rumblings of
A Dormant Volcano

John Strietelmeier
Every widget maker or user knows
what a widget is. In the great widget
factories of our land there are hardeyed ladies with peroxided hair who
sit at the end of the widget assembly
line and give everything that comes
down the line a pitiless once-over.
Things coming down the line that
aren't widgets, or that aren't up to
widget specifications, are ruthlessly
pulled off the line and tossed into a
big barrel labeled "Junk. " A man on
a fork-lift comes every afternoon at
3:30 and carries the barrel with its
contents out to the plant dump. This
is called quality control.
Colleges and universities are
strange and wonderful places in
many ways, not least of which is the
great difference between them and
widget factories. To begin with ,
while every widget maker knows
what a widget is, there is all but total
disagreement among academics
about what an A.B. is-not to mention a B.S. Degrees not only mean
different thing at different institution ; they mean different things
from time to time at the ame institution.
Moreover while every worker on
the widget a sembly line knows that
the lady with the peroxided hair is
wa1tmg to pa judgment not only
on the widget them elve a they
come down the line but lik wi e on
the workers who made them , no uch
mi giving di turb the worker on
the academic a embly lin . He not
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only adds his little bit to each widget
as it passes his station, he also passes
final and irrevocable judgment on
the quality of the widget at that
point. This is considered not only
essential to the worker's academic
freedom, but to the integrity of the
whole academic enterprise. For testing, we are told, is as much an educational task as is lecturing or conducting a seminar. As a result,
nobody-literally nobody-has the
responsibility for any kind of quality
control at the output end of the educational assembly line. And so, to
revert to our widget analogy, a lot
of things that aren't widgets by any
stretch of the imagination tumble
out onto the market. There is no
such thing in academia as quality
control.
Where is the academic equivalent
of the peroxided lady? Some say it
should be the Registrar. But registrars deal in quantities, not qualities. As our Registrar likes to say,
his job is "to keep accurate records
of questionable decisions made by
the Faculty." Some say that that vast,
inchoate mass called the Faculty
should act as a kind of corporate
peroxided lady. But merely to suggest it is to demonstrate the impossibility of any such solution. And
probably my idea isn't any better,
but at least let me put it on the table.
It seems to me that the first thing
that needs to be done by those institutions- and there are many-who
really care about quality i to define
with rigorous clarity what warranties are implied by their various
degrees. What are we telling o iet
about the kind of education Edgar
mith 82 got at Era mu
. when
we tell it that Edgar
an
Era mu .B.?
The next thing we need to do i to
pro ide om obj cti e wa
ure ociet that what we a
got h really did get. If we a that
he learn d to think at Era mu
how can we b

did? If we say that he became expert
at the art of drop-forging, what is
the basis for our certainty that he
did? If we say that he learned to
fear, love, and trust in God above
all things, how do we know that
he did?
The traditional answer is that we
know it because those who were supposed to teach him said, by a set of
symbols called grades, that he did.
They even said that he did so at the
level of 90% or 80% or 70% or 60%.
As a result we can lift him off our
assembly line "with senior honors"
or "with distinction" or "with high
distinction."
The grades that we assign to our
own products have really no more
substantial justification than our
father Adam had when, as it is reported, he justified calling certain
big, grey animals elephants "because
they look so much like elephants."
We know what we want our students
to look and sound like, and our
grades reflect, in the final analysis, our judgments of our own handiwork. ot very objective.
I would suggest that any kind of
meaningful quality control demands
eparating fabrication from inspection. In academic terms, this means
eparating the teaching function
from the examining function. It
means making the A.B. dependent
on how the "product" looks at the
end of the educational process,
rather than what he looked like at
35 or 40 tage along the way all
added up and divided by the number of tages.
o m candidate for peroxided
lady i the comprehen ive examination. Or rather two of them. One
to determine whether the candidate
ha de eloped an
ymptom of
" i <lorn the other to determine
, hether he i prepared to do anything u eful. And admini tered b
out ider
ho ha e nothing to
guide th m but the in titution' own
p cification for it d gree .
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